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a b s t r a c t 

Since the turn of the 21st century, aging populations and low fertility rates have alarmed governments across Eu- 
rope and East Asia. The Communist state of Vietnam is now experiencing the same situation. The government has 
recently started a propaganda campaign to encourage its citizens to not postpone marriage and having children. 
This article explores one recent attempt —a viral post published on the government’s Facebook page in November 
2023 urging young citizens to marry before 30, attracting hundreds of thousands of reactions and comments. The 
article examines this heteronormative message and netizens’ comments, which show humor, resistance, and cri- 
tiques of the government’s welfare system. Using the concepts of (counter-) interpellation, it reveals the nuances 
of the power relations between the state and its people in this case study where biopolitics and personal choice 
intersect, illuminating how social networks provide a discursive space for mundane political engagement. 
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Since the turn of the 21st century, aging populations and low fer-
ility rates have alarmed governments across Europe and East Asia (es-
ecially Scandinavian countries, Japan, and South Korea). Lower fer-
ility rates often result from individualist lifestyle choices associated
ith growing wealth, accessible family planning measures, low child
ortality rates, and the rising costs of housing and education ( De Silva
 Tenreyro, 2017 ). The fact that women are now likely to delay mar-
iage and childbirth to pursue higher education and career advance-
ents also contributes to the issue ( Nargund, 2009 ). This demographic

rend is fast becoming universal and has multiple implications for na-
ional social welfare and other areas of social policy, such as the fi-
ancing and planning of health care services and reproductive regula-
ion policy. Less economically developed nations across regions such as
atin America (e.g., Brazil, Chile) and Southeast Asia (e.g., Vietnam,
hailand, Malaysia), have recently joined this trend, seeing their fertil-
ty rates falling below the replacement level of 2.1 births per woman
 The Economist, 2023 ). These countries are forecast to reach fertility
evels similar to those of developed countries but at much lower aver-
ge income levels ( Delventhal et al., 2019 ). They may be running out of
ime to prevent the labor force segment from shrinking. Measures, thus,
ave been taken to improve birth rates and ensure a younger popula-
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ion to allow social and economic progress. Media campaigns to boost
esired levels of fertility are examples. 
Focusing on Vietnam, a country which has registered remarkable

conomic growth during the past few decades but has started to ex-
erience a gradual decline in fertility rate, this article delves into a
ecent viral post by Thông tin Chính ph ủ (literally News of the Gov-
rnment), the Vietnamese government’s official Facebook page, which
ncourages young people to marry before 30, and public reactions to
he post. Published on November 9, 2023, it reads, V ận động n ữ, nam
hanh niên không k ết hôn mu ộn (khuy ến khích k ết hôn tr ước 30 tu ổi) .
his message can be translated as, “We encourage young female, male
eople not to marry late (ideally before 30 years old). ” Below the
ost, “the state ” has triggered netizens’ reactions with its five com-
ents: one disseminating information about the decreasing fertility
ates across continents and their consequences, namely aging popula-
ions and labor shortages; two specifically asking “young people ” born
n 1994 and 1995 to attend to the topic as they are approaching 30;
nd two showing images of two young heterosexual couples’ wedding
nd marriage registration announcements. As of the end of November
023 (three weeks after its publication and the time of this paper’s
ubmission), the post has attracted 179 thousand reactions, 130 thou-
and comments and 47 thousand shares, demonstrating great public
A.N.Q. Phan). 
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This Facebook message is among the government’s recent attempts
o promote heterosexual marriage and reproduction, manifested in how
roposals in reproductive planning such as monetary rewards for cou-
les having two children and women birthing two children before 35
ound their way to mainstream media and social networks ( Anh, 2021 ;
ông Hà, 2023 ; Liên Châu & Duy Tính, 2021 ). These followed the Prime
inister’s Decision No. 588 regarding “birth rate adjustments for rele-
ant target subjects and areas until 2030 ” issued in late April, 2020,
hich specifies the government’s targets to (1) raise the birth rates of
ities and provinces with that of less than 2.0 babies per woman of re-
roductive age by 10%; (2) reduce the birth rates of cities and provinces
ith that of more than 2.2 babies/woman of reproductive age by 10%;
nd (3) maintain the fertility rate of those which have achieved a re-
lacement fertility rate of 2.0–2.2 babies/woman ( Prime Minister’s De-
ision No. 588, 2020 ). The Decision’s instructions for Ministries and
ity/provincial authorities dictate heightened promotion for the ideal
eterosexual family with two children on the Internet, including so-
ial media; community activities promoting such ideal; “innovated ”
ducation regarding population health at schools; and trial provisions
f spouse-seeking clubs and pre-marriage training for young men and
omen with content regarding reproductive health and parenting in lo-
alities with low birth rates ( Prime Minister’s Decision No. 588, 2020 ). 

This article discusses how the government’s Facebook post illustrates
he state’s continuous endorsement of a heteronormative culture, which
iews heterosexual relationships and marriage as its citizens’ default
hoices, and its concern with the quality of its population ( ch ất l ượng
ân s ố). We argue later in the article that this message is exclusionary in
ultiple ways, disregarding non-heterosexual people, trans-people, and

hose older than 30. We also explore how netizens react to the govern-
ent propaganda with humor, resistance, and critiques of welfare pol-

cy through direct comments on the post. We do not suggest that those
eactions fully reflect the opinions of the Vietnamese public; they repre-
ent the ideas of Internet users who engaged with the government’s post.
owever, considering the impact of the post and the fact that Facebook 1 

s the most popular social media platform in Vietnam with currently over
6 million accounts (D ư Vi ệt Anh, 2023 ), we contend that those reac-
ions do represent, to some degree, the attitudes of many Vietnamese
nternet users towards the government’s message, including scepticism
owards its effectiveness. 

Based on the concept of interpellation ( Althusser, 2014 ) and counter-
nterpellation ( Lecercle, 2006 ) to be outlined in the theoretical frame-
ork section, we reveal how the News of the Government’s message
ttempts to “hail ” citizens as conforming subjects while the citizens re-
pond to such message with humorous and resistant attitudes, asserting
heir agency. The article facilitates an understanding of the latest de-
elopments in family planning in Vietnam, which lacks research despite
he availability of scholarships on the topic in previous periods. Exist-
ng literature about Vietnamese family planning mostly centers on either
he two-child population policy in Vietnam between the 1980s and the
arly 2000s, its impacts on women’s fertility regulation and health, use
f contraceptive measures, quality of family planning services, or abor-
ion and fertility rates ( Allman et al., 1991 ; Gammeltoft, 1999 , 2014 ;
ohnsson et al., 1996 ; Nguyen et al., 1992 , Nguyen & Nguyen, 2002 ;
guyen, 2009 ; Zhang & Locke, 2002 ). This article, to the best of our
nowledge, is the first study addressing how the Vietnamese govern-
ent’s reproduction propaganda is exercised in the cybersphere. 
1 Unlike China, Vietnam does not block access to Western social media plat- 
orms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. The state does keep an eye on 
ctivities deemed “harmful ” to society or threatening the sovereignty of the 
ommunist party such as impactful posts exposing state leaders’ corrupt acts. 
nfluential people have been fined or even imprisoned for controversial state- 
ents in social media. For more information about the role of Facebook in fa- 
ilitating social discussions and activism in Vietnam and how the state monitors 
uch activities, see Nguyen-Thu (2019) . 
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ietnam’s socio-economic conditions, state governance, and population 
olicy 

Following the 1986 Đổi M ới (Reform) socio-economic policy, Viet-
am has transitioned from a Soviet-style central planning scheme to
 socialist-oriented market economy marked by the expansion of pri-
ate sectors and integration into global trade alongside the state’s con-
rol over political matters and domestic media. Vietnam has since en-
oyed remarkable economic transformations while its citizens are al-
owed greater freedom to pursue individual ambitions insofar as they
omply with the Communist party’s political rule. The state’s current
overning approach skews towards a neoliberal rationality 2 involving
 push for free trade to maximize profits and reduce welfare benefits
nd the celebration of the entrepreneurial self ( Brown, 2006 ; Bui, 2015 ;
ammon, 2023 ). One example is the state’s relinquishment of direct
esponsibility for healthcare provision through its enforcement of the
ealth insurance system, which involves a majority of its citizens,
nd efforts to morph public hospitals into partially private enterprises
 Nguyen, 2018 ). 3 Through slogans like Dân Giàu, N ước M ạnh (Wealthy
itizens, Strong Nation), which frames personal wealth as patriotism,
he state seeks to cultivate a self-reliant, consumerist, yet politically
ompliant citizenry, reminiscent of China’s promotion of a high suzhi
quality) population ( Jacka, 2009 ; Nguyen, 2018 ). Such a governing
pproach fosters an “achievement-conscious ” society in which citizens’
ives become “work-at projects ” driven by the overarching goals of pros-
erity and subject to the government’s surveillance from a distance
 Bayly, 2014 , p. 505). The ideal citizen is thus “a self-optimizing subject
ho pursues their happiness as part of collective goals ” ( Nguyen, 2018 ,
. 629). 
Like China, Vietnam has enforced population policies to con-

rol its population structure and enhance “population quality ”
 Gammeltoft, 2014 ). In 1993, the 7th Party Central Committee Confer-
nce issued Resolution 4 on population and family planning —the foun-
ation for the one-to-two-child policy, which aimed at curbing overpop-
lation. Later during the 2001–2010 period, however, the priorities of
opulation policy shifted from “controlling population size ” to “improv-
ng population health ” ( Doan et al., 2022 , p. 2). Such change in policy
uggests that the focus has been switched from family planning to pop-
lation quality. Population growth is no longer considered an obstacle
ut rather a driving force for the socioeconomic development of the
ountry, especially when decreasing fertility rates are now reported in
ultiple areas. As Vietnam’s Strategy on Population and Reproductive
ealth in the period 2011–2020 emphasized population health, media
overage and healthcare services have played an important role in com-
unicating to pregnant women that, as mothers and citizens, they are
xpected to go through prenatal screening and take actions based on
he results. With technologies, disabilities like Down syndrome, phys-
cal abnormalities, or abnormalities in the heart and nervous system
an be detected early on, enabling informed decisions. The goal is to
inimize the risk of giving birth to children with abnormalities who
re perceived as burdens for families and society ( Gammeltoft, 2014 ).
n addition, the government’s consistent promotion of "timely" repro-
uction in couples, especially women, signifies its concern with future
hildren’s health, considering the higher health risk for children born to
lder parents. 
For the past three decades, the government has achieved remark-

ble success in its family planning policy enforcement. 4 From the 1980s
2 For a critical examination of neoliberalism in socialist Vietnam, see 
chwenkel and Leshkowich (2012) . 
3 For a more comprehensive review of the Vietnamese government’s welfare 
olicy, see Nguyen (2018) . 
4 For a more comprehensive summary of the history of Vietnam’s family plan- 
ing policy, see Sattayavinit (2023) . 
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o the 2010s, slogans such as D ừng l ại ở hai con để nuôi d ạy cho t ốt
Each family should have at most two children to raise them well) were
art of the government’s family planning campaigns to control the birth
ate and achieve modernization. Today, with a 100-million population,
ietnam is the 16th most populated country in the world and boasts a
golden population structure, ” as termed by its policymakers to describe
he country having twice as many people in the working age as its de-
endent group since 2006 (Nhan Dan, 2018 ). Local authorities have
iscussed ways to take advantage of this ideal population structure, be-
ieved to lead to economic “miracles, ” i.e., remarkable economic growth
Thu Quynh, 2020 ; Nhan Dan, 2018 ). While this ideal structure is fore-
ast to last 30 years (Nhan Dan, 2018 ), it is being threatened by gradual
ecreasing fertility rates. The national birth rate was estimated at 2.05
n 2020 (Le Nga, 2023 ), 2.01 in 2022, and 2.03 in 2023 (Hà Linh, 2023 ).
ecent forecasts warn that Vietnam’s population may drop from an esti-
ated 107 million in 2044 to 72 million in 2100, joining its East Asian
eighbours such as China, Japan, and South Korea ( Matsuda, 2020 ). Fer-
ility rates now vary across regions, with some cities showing low num-
ers. Twenty-one provinces and cities in central and southern Vietnam,
ncluding Đà N ẵng, Qu ảng Ngãi, Khánh Hòa, C ần Th ơ, Bình D ương and
o Chi Minh City have reported birth rates below 2 babies per woman
Lan Anh, 2021 ). Ho Chi Minh City has recently recorded the lowest
irth rate, with 1.27 babies per woman (Hà Linh, 2023 ). Issues related
o an aging population such as labour shortage and the financial burden
f social welfare are looming large. Local authorities, therefore, view
aintaining a “good ” fertility rate as a way to slow down population
ging and prolong the golden structure. A draft for the Population Law
ith vision to 2030, following the Prime Minister’s Decision 588 issued
n 2020, is being discussed, while unconfirmed news about financial ini-
iatives have been circulated in local media, showing how the state is
aking steps away from its former birth control policy. The recent viral
ost on News of the Government, the focus of this study, is such a step.

ender relations in Vietnam 

Vietnam today remains a heteronormative culture ( Warner, 1991 ),
hich takes heterosexuality as the ideal, or normal model of sex-
al orientation and stigmatises same-sex practices ( Gammon, 2024 ;
orton, 2019 ). Society and families expect women and men of repro-
uctive age, especially women, to get married, ideally before 30 years
ld (before the women pass the assumed “prime ” time); those who
eviate from this norm may suffer from social stigma and isolation
 Bélanger, 2004 ; Earl, 2014 ; Gammeltoft, 2014 ; Gammon, 2022 ). Since
he late 1980s, the government has further reinforced this heteronor-
ative tradition by propagating the ideal of a “Happy Family, ” through
ublic billboards as a family of four, with a mother, father and two chil-
ren ( Gammeltoft, 2014 ; Pettus, 2003 ; Phinney, 2008 ). This image is
ccompanied by a slogan like, Dân s ố ổn định, xã h ội ph ồn vinh, gia đình
 ạnh phúc (Stable population, wealthy society, happy family). Research
 Gammeltoft, 1999 , 2014 ; Nguyen, 2009 ) indicates that the responsibil-
ty for birth control is often attributed to women rather than men. This
ituation is the result of prevailing notions about domestic and repro-
uctive matters being women’s domain, coupled with men’s anxiety of
osing their masculinity because birth control is believed to compromise
en’s sexual capacity and virility. 
During the past thirty years, following Đổi M ới , Westernisation, ex-

osure to global media and the rise of a consumer culture have led to
rowing individualism and the language of choice in gender relations,
specially among the urban middle-class ( Gammon, 2022 ; Nguyen &
homas, 2004 ; Tran, 2015 ). There is a growing tendency for people of
eproductive age to postpone marriage. Whereas the average marital
ge was 24.4 for men and 23.2 for women in 1989, it has increased
o 29 for men and 24.1 for women in 2022 (Thanh Nam, 2023 ). The
irth rate per woman has also significantly dropped from 3.8 in 1989
o roughly 2.1 during the last 2 decades (Thanh Nam, 2023 ). New gen-
ered practices among urban youth, including non-committed dating
102 
elationships and the use of online dating platforms have developed
 Nguyen, 2003 , 2007 ). There is also a growing trend of women getting
ivorced and becoming single mothers, which is attributed to women
aining higher status and adopting more liberal attitudes in their mar-
tal decisions ( Murru, 2020 ; Tran, 2021 ). Furthermore, some women,
eemed beyond socially prescribed “marriageable age, ” have opted to
emain unmarried and childless, asserting their prioritisation of per-
onal happiness and freedom over societal pressures ( Bélanger, 2004 ;
élanger & Khu ất, 2002 ). These non-conforming practices have chal-
enged the state’s promotion of the Happy Family ideal. 

Since the early 2010s, the LGBTQ + (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgen-
er, queer and others) movement has made noticeable progress, raising
he visibility and discussions of LGBTQ + issues in the public domain
 Gammon, 2024 ; Ives 2018 ). Some celebrities coming out as gay or trans
ave received public support, primarily from younger audiences. While
ame-sex marriage lacks legal recognition, it faces neither prohibition
or condemnation from state officials, with instances of same-sex wed-
ings reported in media ( Horton, 2019 ). In 2014, the government le-
alized sex-affirmation operations. Despite such progress, the local het-
ronormative culture, which exalts the values of the heterosexual fam-
ly and reproduction, poses challenges for queer individuals in openly
mbracing their sexual identity. Societal expectations dictate that gay
ndividuals "keep a low profile" and limit expressions of same-sex in-
imacy to private settings ( Nguyen, 2019 , p. 548). The government’s
ontinued endorsement of the heterosexual family model perpetuates
he marginalization of non-heterosexual individuals, which we will fur-
her articulate in the discussion section. The next part of the article will
utline the theoretical scaffolding of the research. 

heoretical framework 

The pro-fertility policy being enforced in Vietnam, as in many other
ountries facing the same issue, can be first understood within Michel
oucault’s framework of “biopolitics ” or “biopower ” ( Foucault, 2003 ,
008 ). This, as Cover (2011, p. 440-443) describes, is “a regulatory tech-
ology addressing a national ‘race’ as a whole’ and is “deployed in the
ame of the nation ” to “ensure the economic, cultural, and political sta-
us quo ” (emphasis in origin). Governments monitor demographics such
s the ratio of births to deaths, fertility rate, and longevity and use such
nowledge to enforce corresponding mechanisms of interventions and
anipulations for the ultimate goal of an overall equilibrium which pro-

ects the security of the whole ( Foucault, 2003 ). Governments exercise
heir biopower through multiple institutional policies regarding immi-
ration, health care, insurance or its promotion of discourses concerning
ational security or climate change (Cover, 2011). 
While governments may mobilise multiple mechanisms to regulate

itizens, the citizens may resist and exercise power in their own multiple
ays, because as Foucault (1978, p. 93) argues, “power is everywhere ”
nd can be “produced from one moment to the next. ” In this case, as the
ietnamese state seeks to reinforce its population quality enhancement
ampaign through social media, it turns social media, in this case Face-
ook, into a platform for its propaganda. Facebook then becomes a site
f social discourse, or a public sphere in which netizens make sense of,
iscuss, negotiate, or challenge the state’s authority. We call this process
hính ph ủ g ọi, công dân tr ả l ời (the state hails, citizens respond). To con-
eptualise the process, we use the Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser’s
eminal concept of “interpellation, ” which helps understand the News of
he Government’s effort to engage netizens as citizens (or make netizens
heir subjects), and Lecercle’s notion of “counter-interpellation, ” which
xtends Althusser’s theory through a conceptualisation of resistance to
nterpellation ( Lecercle, 2006 ). 

In his discussion of how people are “recruited ” to become subjects
f ideology, Althusser cites an example of how a policeman hails a per-
on on the street with “Hey you there! ”. The instant the person turns
round to respond to the call, she becomes a subject, having recognised
erself as a subject of the call. This is a literal example of interpella-
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ion. Althusser (2014 , p. 190) elucidates: “ideology ’acts’ or ’functions’
n such a way as to ’recruit’ subjects among individuals...or ’transforms’
ndividuals into subjects...through the very precise operation that we
all interpellation or hailing. ” Through the act of hailing, interpella-
ion recruits individuals, making them subjects to a dominant ideology
 Backer, 2017 ). The example given by Althusser is of course a simpli-
ed illustration; interpellation should rather be perceived as a process
n which individuals learn to become subjects to dominant ideologies,
r to become hailable ( Backer, 2017 ). 
Our case study illuminates how the state, through its Facebook page,

nterpellates young Vietnamese people broadly as citizens and more
pecifically, as expected conforming subjects. While “the state’s ” inter-
ellation has drawn some conforming responses, it has also attracted
 large number of resistant comments exhibiting netizens’ “counter-
nterpellation,’’ indicating that these people recognize themselves as
ubjects to the government’s propaganda, but refuse to obey uncon-
itionally and instead even critique the propaganda in various ways.
ean-Jacques Lecercle’s concept of “counter-interpellation, ” inspired by
udith Butler’s 1997 work on hate speech, extends Althusser’s concept
y asserting individuals’ power: that the interpellated may “counter-
nterpellates the ideology that interpellates her’’ ( Lecercle, 2006 , p.
67). To clarify the concept, Lecercle (2006 , p. 182) cites the exam-
le of how a target of insults may appropriate the insulting words and
edirect them to the aggressor. This concept can be applied to this case,
here the citizens hailed by the state respond to the state by using sim-
lar language styles to make fun of the state’s propaganda or critique
t. 

ethodology 

News of the Government, bearing a blue verification mark, was cre-
ted in October 2015 and has attracted 4.2 million followers by De-
ember 2023. The page is self-categorized as “a government website"
nd its “Intro ” reads, “Keep the (Vietnamese) people posted about the
ork of the Government, the Prime Minister; (and) other important in-
ormation. ” Most posts on this page draw 1,000–2,000 reactions and
bout a hundred comments. There are, however, some posts that gar-
er greater attention, striking up to over 15,000 reactions and several
housands comments. These are often breaking news about major cor-
uption cases, international drug offences, Vietnamese diplomatic rela-
ionships with other countries, economic crimes, change in petrol and
lectricity prices, severe weather updates, new healthcare policies, and
ducational reforms. Most of the time, commentary sections under posts
re open for the public, although there is an implicit understanding that
nline behaviors are watched and monitored by page administrators to
ake sure politically sensitive statements and offensive comments are
ltered out. In a few cases, the comment function is disabled, which can
e explained by the same reasoning. 
The post under investigation has broken records in terms of public

nteractions. As of the end of November 2023, it has attracted approx-
mately 179,000 reactions (including 99,000 “haha ” and 72,600 likes),
30,000 comments and 47,900 shares. “Haha ” signals a non-serious at-
itude and shows either amusement (the user finds the post funny) or a
arcastic attitude (the user finds the subject in question ridiculous and
aughable), whereas “like ” suggests an interest without a clear attitude.
hese impressive reaction figures are significantly higher than the aver-
ge traffic of most posts. This striking post is worth studying because of
ts popularity and voluminous public engagement as well as rich social
nd political meanings. It reveals netizens’ clear interest in the topic and
heir desire to engage with the state’s reproduction-related message. 

The subsequent section features our analysis of both News of the
overnment’s post plus its five comments below the post, and the pub-
ic reactions in the comment section. It should be noted that the post
s shared by other verified pages administered by provincial public af-
airs units (e.g., Hà T ĩ nh Youth Union, Hanoi Young Police Force), pages
olding a high number of followers (e.g., S-Channel the information
103 
age of youth, Vietnam Law), or official pages of celebrities (e.g., singer
 ảo Anh). These re-postings draw reactions to themselves. Within the
cope of this paper, we only focus on direct responses to the original
ost on News of the Government, without dismissing the broader im-
act of the post beyond the confines of this page. Although the post
ecorded 130,000 comments by the end of November 2023, only 1,350
ain comments (nested comments responding to the main comments
re not included) are visible, becoming the subjects of our analysis. We
ite our English translations of representative comments (originally in
ietnamese) without any commenters’ account details to protect their
dentity. 

To scrutinise the post and comments, we adopted critical discourse
nalysis (e.g., Kanjere, 2019 ; Tolton, 2014 ), which was traditionally
oncerned with news articles but has extended to Internet forums. This
pproach involves identifying larger units of meaning (topics) by sum-
ing up sections of text, followed by an examination of smaller units,
uch as discursive strategies and linguistic structures, to comprehend
he nuances of the data ( Tolton, 2014 ; van Dijk, 1991 ; Wodak & Ma-
ouschek, 1993 ). Both authors examined the visible main comments in-
ividually to identify the most salient discursive patterns and then com-
ared our analysis with one another. For the commentary section, we
ocused on commenters’ language style, dominated by sarcasm and hu-
or. 

escription and analysis 

In this section, we start by describing and analyzing the content of
he post under investigation and follow-up comments created by the
age administrators. We then showcase the dominant themes from our
nalysis of 1,350 visible comments. 

overnment’s message 

The News of the Government’s post reads, V ận động n ữ, nam thanh
iên không k ết hôn mu ộn (khuy ến khích k ết hôn tr ước 30 tu ổi) ( Fig. 1 ).
his message can be translated as, “We encourage young female, male
eople not to marry late (ideally before 30 years old). ” The words “v ận
ộng ” (promote), “khuy ến khích ” (encourage) are familiar propaganda
exicons. While the page’s message is serious, its use of emojis and a col-
rful background full of hearts and stars shows an effort to engage with
udiences in a friendly manner. Below the post, “the state ” triggered
eactions with its five comments (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). The first comment,
 long one ( Fig. 2 ), disseminates information about decreasing fertil-
ty rates across continents and its consequences, namely aging popula-
ions and labor shortages. The comment cites Nguy ễn Th ị Liên H ương,
eputy Minister of Health, as expressing her concern over this global, re-
ional (Asia-Pacific) and local issue. The second comment ( Fig. 3 ) states,
(Emoji of a clock) Young people of 1994 (those born in 1994), we have
ewer than 2 months left until the end of 2023. ” The 3rd ( Fig. 3 ) reads,
(Emoji of a calendar) Young people of 1995, we have 1 year, 2 months
ntil the end of 2024. ” The fourth ( Fig. 3 ) features a photo of a celebrity
oung couple in their early 20s, footballer Đoàn V ăn H ậu and his new
ride Doãn H ải My, boasting their new marriage registration at a lo-
al people’s committee office, with “applause ” emojis attached. The 5th
 Fig. 3 ) features a mobile phone screenshot, revealing the wedding pho-
os of an unknown couple who possibly fit the criteria of being under
0 and heterosexual, similarly “applauded ” by “the state. ”
The post’s direct message to “young female, male people ” and its

se of the emojis of a bride, an engagement ring, and a groom make
ts expectations of heterosexual marriage explicit. It emphasizes its tar-
ets further by reminding “young people of 1994 ” and “young people of
995 ” of the time they have left before they reach their “deadline, ” the
ge of 30. The imposition of a deadline here turns heterosexual marriage
nto a structured project (politically and socially) and a race (metaphori-
ally) with a tangible endpoint that all citizens under 30 are expected to
trive for. While the message may not come across as forceful, using the
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Fig. 1. News of the Government’s post, pub- 
lished on November 9, 2023. 
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anguage of encouragement, presented in a netizen-friendly interface, it
s exclusionary in multiple ways: it disregards non-heterosexual people,
rans-people, and people older than 30. It reaffirms the government’s
eteronormative, ageist, and essentialist binary-based approach to gen-
er relations and marriage: an ideal marriage is between a cis-woman
nd a cis-man within the peak fertile age range who both aim to bear
hildren, ideally healthy, well-educated kids who will contribute to the
abor force, as the national goal is a “quality ” population. For its target
udiences, this message is intrusive in its aim to interfere with young
ndividuals’ dating practices and bodily autonomy. 

ublic reactions 

Our analysis of the comments reveals three main discursive patterns:
he deadline, the impossible mission, and the commodification joke. It is
orth noting that responses to the post in the form of shares (users create
 new post on their personal pages by sharing the News of the Govern-
ent’s post and commenting on it) echo similar patterns, although we
o not examine those posts. 

he deadline 

Netizens approach the post more as a banter about a life event and
uman biological clock than as serious propaganda linked to national
nterests. Thousands of comments are empty of words, have only ac-
ounts tagged, and tend to receive “haha ” interactions from the men-
ioned names. Other comments either detail how much time the com-
enters have before they reach 30 to start a family, or jokingly express

heir “regret ” for “failing ” the nation because they are over 30 and un-
arried, or display their relief to have already married before the dead-

ine. Some exemplary comments are below: 

I still have a month and 20 days, so lucky, I can meet the deadline. 
I’m so lucky, I still have 6 more years. 
104 
Counting down! 
Haha, I’m so lucky. I was born in 1996, 2 years and 2 months to go.
I have 7 more years, such a long time to continue playing around

and having fun. 
I’m 20, I already feel the pressure. 
I’m over 30 now. Can I skip this deadline? 
(account tagged) We excellently made it. How lucky! 

These light-hearted statements show how the “deadline ” can, un-
eriously, steer people’s life trajectories. Those who have considerable
ime before reaching the age threshold can afford to “have fun, ” while
hose with a ticking clock pretend to find themselves under duress.
ommenters reveal their private information such as their age, birth
ear and month by sharing the remaining time they have and their
artners, spouses and friends by tagging. The deadline is now a fin-
sh line that netizens share regardless of occupations, locations, gender,
r age, allowing them to tease one another and seek solidarity. These
ommenters find “the state’s ” message funny rather than threatening. It
acilitates an identification process whereby people regard 30 as an ex-
ernal marker in developing their individual identity (personal age) and
lso a shared collective identity (people who are/are not/need to get
arried). 

he impossible mission 

A large number of comments demonstrate strong resistance. These
an be as simple as a single statement like “I can’t do it, ” “I’m sorry
 can’t. ” Among those who claim it is impossible for them to follow
he propaganda is a well-known actor in her 20s, Ph ạm B ảo Hân. Like
yriads of others, Ph ạm wrote “Cháu không làm được ạ” (I can’t do

t) to indicate her inability to complete the “mission. ” Such comments
elate to comments of those who humorously see themselves as failing
he state though being a “good citizen. ” On the contrary, those who are
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Fig. 2. News of the Government’s 1st comment, featuring official information regarding the alarmingly decreasing fertility rate, was met with prominently non-serious 
reactions in the form of “haha ” reactions. 
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n a marital relationship see their marriage as a token of patriotism and
an take pride in being “model citizens ”: 

I’m a good Vietnamese citizen, but this task is way too hard for me.
I’m sorry, government, I have to let you down. 
I can do everything (you want), just not this. 
I’m a law-abiding citizen. But for this particular matter, I can’t do as

told. 
(account tagged) Why don’t you get married to show your patrio-

tism? 
Fortunately, we’re model citizens. We got married when my husband

was 29 and I was 27. 

Other comments become earnest discussions of social factors unfa-
orable for reproduction. Numerous netizens express scepticism about
he effectiveness of the propaganda, lamenting Vietnam’s inadequate
ocial welfare, the absence of systematic support for children, the high
osts of childcare and education, and the government’s short-term plan-
ing. Their call for an enhanced welfare policy aligns with the aspiration
or more manageable expenses when starting a family. These factors are
iewed as pivotal in converting government initiatives into compelling
105 
ncentives for young adults to embark on family life. Some commenters
raw comparisons between social benefits in Vietnam and those of other
ountries. Below are some examples. 

Work pressure + poor well-being = late marriage + low fertility rate,
plus no support system and welfare. 

I was born in 1985 and I don’t dare to have children because my
financial capacity wouldn’t allow, dear government. 

(You) ask people to marry before 30, but the monthly salary is un-
der 5 million Vietnamese dong (equivalent to 170 GBP) . Married
couples will just fight all day. 

Who will (provide financial support) to raise the children after they
are born, that’s the question the government has no answer to.
Maybe they think children will just grow up by breathing oxygen.

Children’s education is costly. Parents now have to pay for many
things, including the air-conditioner in the classroom, projector,
shades... We’d have to pay for these expenses every school year,
not to mention other unlisted payable items that the parents as-
sociation requests. Maybe I won’t get married until my next life.
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Fig. 3. The “state’s ” 2nd comment (first top) reads, “Young people of 1994 (those born in 1994), we have fewer than 2 months until the end of 2023. ” The third 
(second top) reads, “Young people of 1995, we have 1 year, 2 months until the end of 2024. ” The 4th features a photo of a celebrity young couple in their early 20s 
showing their new marriage registration documents. The 5th presents a phone screenshot, revealing the wedding photos of an unknown couple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The government doesn’t tell us where to get money to be married.
Get married only when you earn enough to take care of yourself,
age doesn’t matter. 

In other countries, people are motivated to have children because
the government will take care of them, they go to school for free,
mothers are given money to buy formula milk, all kinds of bene-
fits… In Vietnam, children in poverty will become petit thieves,
or sell lottery tickets on streets. Having more children in order to
help the government pay government debts? 

Then how to afford a house, raise the kids, pay for their tuition? Does
the government have anything to say about that? 

I won’t be able to afford a married life and will be overwhelmed by
household chores and child rearing responsibilities. The expenses
associated with childbirth and raising a child are high nowadays.
Food prices are also rising. I should keep leading this single life.

Will be less stressful. j  

106 
I can’t even afford to buy an apartment although I work extremely
hard. How can I dream of marrying somebody, let alone having
kids. 

Marrying before 30 is impossible, except for those from rich
families. 

Short maternity leave, lacking support for mothers during pregnancy
and birth, many young females will have to bear the financial bur-
den of child rearing and risk losing their job if they get pregnant.
Who wants to start a family? 

If education and healthcare were free for our children, we would
consider having them without delay. 

The government should learn from Western countries where children
don’t have to pay tuition fees. 

As these comments reveal, financial security is the commenters’ ma-
or concern. They are aware of the expenses involved in childbirth and
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hild-rearing and the inadequate financial and well-being aid from the
overnment. This situation may prevent younger generations from lead-
ng fulfilling lives and becoming productive members of society. Within
his reasoning, having a family becomes more of a personal burden and
otential detriment rather than a contribution to the nation in the fu-
ure. 

Commenters also make unserious proposals of governmental mone-
ary reward or loan schemes as an extrinsic motivation for marriage: 

I urgently need a loan with a 0% interest rate to marry somebody. 
If the government were to provide me with five gold bars weighing

1000g each, I’d marry immediately. 
There should be a government loan programme for marriage pur-

poses. 
If only the government awarded every couple who got married by

30 with gold as dowry. 
It’s impossible to be married by 30, except for those from rich fami-

lies. If the government wanted to provide any support, they could
give people 10 billion Vietnamese dong (equivalent to 330,000
GBP) , and people would get married immediately. 

If the government gave me 10 billion Vietnamese dong (equivalent to
330,000 GBP) , I’d marry somebody tomorrow, [I] wouldn’t need
to wait till 30. 

How much will the government give us as a wedding gift? 
If we don’t live happily, will the government compensate? 
If the government gave 2 billion Vietnamese dong (equivalent to

65,000 GBP) to each couple, I’m sure the Vietnamese population
would far exceed that of China. 

The whimsical suggestions reveal how the commenters perceive the
easibility of the population planning campaign and how important fi-
ancial stability is to sustain a marriage. These people regard money as
heir top concern about marriage, rather than a romantic partner. 

he commodification joke 

Many comments jokingly asks “the state ” about the possibility of be-
ng provided with a partner: có được phát v ợ luôn không ạ (can I be sup-
lied a wife please?); mong đảng và nhà n ước phát ch ồng cho em (I hope
he party and the state provide me with a husband); chính ph ủ có th ể phát
hú r ể được không ạ (can the government allot me a groom please), etc.
he recurring word phát (distribute/allot/supply/provide), present in
umerous comments, sarcastically evokes the government’s pre-Reform
ocial subsidy scheme between 1976 and 1986, during which essential
oods were distributed through state vouchers. Since phát alludes to the
istribution of goods, its use in this context carries a humorous connota-
ion, equating a life partner to a commodity which can be easily allotted
nd provided by the government. The following instances attest to this
oint: 

Can I be given a wife at the Commune office? 
Remember to provide a husband for me! 
I demand the government provide adults under 30 with partners. 
I demand the Commune People’s Committee supply girlfriends,

boyfriends. Otherwise, who would we marry? 
Would the state give us a partner? I’ve been looking for one for a

long time in vain. 
The government just encourages us to get married, they don’t pro-

vide us with somebody to marry. Then how can we marry before
30? 

Will the government distribute spouses? They should allow us to re-
turn the goods if we were not satisfied. 

Distribute husbands, government! 
Will we have to queue to be given a groom for free? 
When will the free partner-distribution programme begin? 
Tomorrow I’ll bring my ID card and my house registration to the

District office and take a partner home. 
107 
After 30, will the state give out husbands? 
Can the government deliver a husband to my house? 
Is there any shop that allows us to pay for a wife in instalments? 
Where should I go to be provided with a wife? 
Hey shop (s ốp) , would I be provided with a wife if I did marriage

registration at the Ward People’s Committee? I’ll turn 31 next
year. 

There are two implications here. The first is that if the government
ants people to marry, they need to provide partners. In other words,
he responsibility is now of the state, not individuals. A life-long partner
s conceptualized as a social benefit, free of charge, similar to free tu-
tion for children. The second implication is that finding a life partner is
o easy task, so the solution is that the government equally distributes
artners – this humorous suggestion emphasizes the infeasibility of the
ropaganda. To make fun of the propaganda, some comments even en-
ision the government as a “shop ” or a “supplier" which sells, delivers,
ccepts returned purchases, and compensates for faulty “goods. ”
While most comments fit into the three main patterns outlined, there

re also other kinds of messages, expressed in fewer comments. Several
cknowledge that the propaganda is necessary because of the aging pop-
lation, as well as the social effects and risks of having children late. Oth-
rs remark that young adults nowadays prefer dating to becoming com-
itted to a marital relationship, or that they may want to live together
ithout necessarily having children. A handful mention the rising di-
orce rate among young couples in modern society as a warning against
etting married only to meet the governmental “deadline. ” There are
lso mentions of the existing large number of abandoned and neglected
hildren, which commenters explain as the result of financially insecure
ouples getting together at a young age. A few comments state that they
ould get married if the government legalizes same-sex marriages. All
f these comments, however, account for a minuscule percentage. 

iscussion and conclusion 

Promoting the ideal heterosexual family with children, the state’s
xclusionary message perpetuates the marginalization of queer people,
ho remain non-ideal citizens in terms of its projection of a “quality
opulation. ” The message disregards the fact that queer people are ca-
able of having and raising healthy children, whatever partnership ar-
angements they may have, further revealing the state’s persistent het-
ronormative approach to marriage. It also reinforces an existing social
orm which views the 20s age range as good timing for marriage, es-
ecially for women —a view that, nevertheless, has increasingly been
hallenged by modern life. In emphasizing marriage, it additionally ne-
lects single parents and people adopting alternative partnership ar-
angements. 

Describing marriage as a deadline-oriented project for heterosexual
is people, “the state ” turns a private matter of the heart into a col-
ective undertaking serving national interests. Achieving this project’s
oal allows young individuals to pat themselves on the back as patri-
tic citizens who help sustain the country’s economy and contribute to
ts bright future. Indeed, those whose life events align with the gov-
rnment’s agenda saw this as an outlet to congratulate themselves on
heir achievements, even if in a humorous way, through self-celebratory
omments. While the state’s family planning agenda may not necessar-
ly contradict the desires and goals of many individuals, its depiction
f marriage and childbirth as deadline-oriented projects goes against
nother popular societal understanding of dating and marriage as mat-
ers of chance and fate which one never has total control of, a common
iew also present in Chinese and Korean cultures ( Schafer, 2010 ; Xu &
inh, 2021 ). Comments indicating individuals’ difficulty in finding ro-
antic partners signal a desire to expose the irony of the message: this

s not a matter everyone can achieve simply because they set their heart
n it. 
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Netizens’ humorous and sarcastic responses to News of the Govern-
ent’s message, including the “conforming ” ones, demonstrate their
wareness of being made subjects by the message and of the fact that their
rivate lives have been intruded and that they are being persuaded to
ontribute to the nation through reproductive labor. This attitude marks
etizens’ agency: they may follow it if it aligns with their own plan,
ut they also may not, if they do not deem it a good enough “deal. ”
n implying their awareness of being made subjects , they present them-
elves as critical subjects with a choice rather than subservient ones. The
uggestions of rewards by many show an expectation of reciprocity: “I
ontribute to the nation, the nation ought to reward me, or at least com-
ensate for my sacrifices. ” These commenters are negotiating for a good
argain to make sure they are not manipulated, considering the hefty
osts of marriage and childrearing. Through playful and sarcastic re-
ponses, they perform mundane resistance to the state’s “encouraging ”
ut intrusive message; some turn the post into an outlet to express their
iscontent with the state’s lack of social welfare policy, which have led
o precarious living circumstances. Such resistance may be best under-
tood within de Certeau (1984) theorization of everyday practice. This
esistance, as de Certeau (1984, xvii) explains, involves “the tactics of
onsumption, the ingenious ways in which the weak make use of the
trong, thus lending a political dimension to everyday practices. ”

The government’s post has turned into an informal political site for
ibrant banal engagement with policy making where netizens can be
oth facetious and straightforward about their opinions over state pro-
aganda. Many wrote their comments as part of a conversation with “the
tate, ” asking rhetorical questions, or pretending to follow the policy as
f obeying an elder’s advice by addressing “the government ” by familial
ronouns such as bác (uncle). The use of such pronouns demonstrates
ow lightly commenters regard the government’s propagandist strategy.
t illuminates the reconfiguration of the relationship between the gov-
rnment and its netizens-subjects on a digital platform, from the regula-
or and the regulated to “equal ” discussants of a matter. Their humorous
uggestion that the government could give them money as a wedding
ift turns the role of the government as a governing agency into that of a
amily member or friend. In that sense, the government’s Facebook page
as become an informal political space and a discursive “playground ”
here netizens produce and consume interactions between themselves,
ake jokes about governmental agenda, present earnest concern about
ational social welfare, and even “tease ” or “dare ” the state to do some-
hing impossible. This is how citizens counter-interpellate the govern-
ent’s attempt to turn them into docile subjects whose lives are sup-
osed to be “work-at projects. ”
As Gustafsson (2012 , p. 1112) argues, “using social network sites

owers thresholds for participation by offering flexible forms of partic-
pation and more effective means of spreading information. ” Whether
ews of the Government meant to entice commenters or not, its post
as succeeded in engaging netizens and drawing their attention to a
alient matter within the national development agenda. The traffic this
ost has created aids the government in reinforcing social expectations
or young adults to get married, ideally before the age of 30. Meanwhile,
he interactions and comments of Facebook users on the post highlight
he spillover effect that a social network platform can create, making it
oth an efficient government propaganda instrument reaching wide and
ar, and a productive space of banal political participation with varying
egrees of seriousness. In this regard, the Facebook page offers a seem-
ngly democratic political ground that both parties can benefit from. 

Our work transcends the scope of a digital observation of a govern-
ent’s social media post to unveil the uniqueness of a case where mat-

ers of biopolitics, reproductive planning, public engagement, and indi-
idual choice intersect. The blurring of a postmodern experience with
egulated modes of technological algorithm, informal spaces of banal
olitical participation, and virtual identity and identification confounds
he case. Bridging media studies and government studies, this article
ddresses the latest developments in Vietnam’s family planning policy,
hich the existing literature has yet to update, and enriches such liter-
108 
ture with its focus on social media as a platform for both state gover-
ance and public engagement. The article lays a stepping stone for future
esearch on this fascinating and important biopolitical topic. Future re-
earch involving traditional qualitative methods such as interviews and
ocus group discussions with population-related policymakers and peo-
le of reproductive age, especially those under 30 —the ideal targets
nterpellated by the government’s propaganda, may offer additional in-
ights about the enforcement of reproduction encouragement policy and
oung people’s attitudes. Research focusing on the provinces and cities
eporting particularly low birth rates such as Bình D ương and Ho Chi
inh City would be worthwhile. 
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